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Coyne and Orr found that mating discrimination (premating isolation) evolves much faster between sympatric than allopatric

Drosophila species pairs. Their meta-analyses established that this pattern, expected under reinforcement, is common and that

Haldane’s rule is ubiquitous in Drosophila species divergence. We examine three possible contributors to the reinforcement pattern:

intrinsic postzygotic isolation, dichotomized as to whether hybrid males show complete inviability/sterility; host-plant divergence,

as a surrogate for extrinsic postzygotic isolation; and X chromosome size, whether roughly 20% or 40% of the genome is X-

linked. We focus on “young” species pairs with overlapping ranges, contrasted with allopatric pairs. Using alternative criteria for

“sympatry” and tests that compare either level of prezygotic isolation in sympatry or frequency of sympatry, we find no statistically

significant effects associated with X chromosome size or our coarse quantifications of intrinsic postzygotic isolation or ecological

differentiation. Although sympatric speciation seems very rare in animals, the pervasiveness of the reinforcement pattern and the

commonness of range overlap for close relatives indicate that speciation in Drosophila is often not purely allopatric. It remains to

determine whether increased premating isolation with sympatry results from secondary contact versus parapatric speciation and

what drives this pattern.

KEY WORDS: Allopatry, Dobzhansky–Muller incompatibilities (DMIs), extrinsic postzygotic isolation, parapatric speciation,

reinforcement.

The biological species concept popularized by Dobzhansky

(1937) and Mayr (1942) equates the origin of species with the

evolution of reproductive isolation (cf. Coyne and Orr 2004,

ch. 2). Central questions about speciation such as the relative

importance of geographic isolation, ecological divergence, and

sexual selection can be answered by accumulating case studies

and by meta-analyses. Coyne and Orr (1989a, 1997; hereafter,

“C&O”) provided the first influential meta-analyses of specia-

tion, using phylogenetic hypotheses, range data, estimates of di-

vergence times, and laboratory estimates of premating isolation

and hybrid viability and fertility to extract robust patterns from

decades of publications. Their methods and results have been so

influential that “Coyne and Orr” has become an adjective describ-

ing similar meta-analyses (Funk et al. 2006). The Drosophila data

C&O compiled have been repeatedly reanalyzed to address top-

ics including the role of X-chromosome size in determining how

long after species divergence Haldane’s rule appears (Turelli and

Begun 1997), the correlation of protein evolution versus silent
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DNA divergence with the evolution of reproductive isolation

(Fitzpatrick 2002), the role of ecological divergence in the evolu-

tion of prezygotic and intrinsic postzygotic isolation (Funk et al.

2006), the pervasiveness of reinforcement (Yukilevich 2012), and

the association of reinforcement with the extent of range overlap

(Nosil 2013). Using an expanded Drosophila dataset, we address

in turn the role of intrinsic postzygotic isolation, ecological dif-

ferentiation, and X chromosome size in speciation, specifically

through reinforcement (Dobzhansky 1940), and the geography

of speciation (Turelli et al. 2001). Because our sample sizes are

small and our measures of ecological divergence and postzygotic

isolation are crude, our results are best viewed as guides for future

research.

INTRINSIC VERSUS EXTRINSIC POSTZYGOTIC

ISOLATION AND SPECIATION

We first consider the role of intrinsic postzygotic isolation in

Drosophila speciation. Increasing evidence shows that epistatic

Dobzhansky–Muller incompatibilities (DMIs), that is, deleteri-

ous combinations of alleles at distinct loci, underlie much of the

hybrid inviability and sterility observed under laboratory condi-

tions (Maheshwari and Barbash 2011). These incompatibilities

are expected to accumulate with and, less easily, without com-

plete geographical isolation (Orr 1995; Orr and Orr 1996; Orr and

Turelli 2001; Kondrashov 2003). Their ubiquity, general reces-

siveness, and the forces that drive their accumulation, including

local adaptation and intragenomic conflict (Meiklejohn and Tao

2010), are likely to explain several broad patterns, including Hal-

dane’s rule (Haldane 1922), the large X-effect (“Coyne’s rule”;

Coyne and Orr 1989b), and differences in viability and fertility

between F1 hybrids produced from reciprocal crosses (“Darwin’s

corollary to Haldane’s rule”; Turelli and Moyle 2007).

However, in some clades, DMIs seem less important to

speciation. For instance, reproductive isolation between oscine

birds may evolve faster through prezygotic isolation than intrin-

sic postzygotic isolation (Grant and Grant 1997; Price and Bou-

vier 2002; Price 2008). For many allopatric Drosophila species

pairs, intrinsic postzygotic isolation and prezygotic isolation ac-

cumulate at comparable rates (C&O). In contrast, for sympatric

pairs (defined as any range overlap), C&O famously showed that

prezygotic isolation evolves much faster than intrinsic postzygotic

isolation, leading to near-complete reproductive isolation within

about 105 years on average, rather than 106 years for allopatric

pairs (Coyne and Orr 1997, p. 303, 2004, p. 75).

Many of these sympatric pairs exhibit Haldane’s rule (i.e.,

inviable or sterile F1 hybrid males, but viable or fertile F1 hy-

brid females), suggesting that intrinsic postzygotic isolation may

provide the impetus for reinforcement, that is, the evolution of

increasing premating isolation driven by hybrid dysfunction (cf.

Yukilevich 2012). If so, one might expect pairs with greater intrin-

sic postzygotic isolation to show more prezygotic isolation (but

see our Discussion). Using relatively young species pairs (DNei ≤
0.5, corresponding to divergence times less than about 106 years;

Coyne and Orr 2004, p. 75; Obbard et al. 2012), we test this

prediction by comparing premating isolation between pairs hav-

ing different levels of intrinsic postzygotic isolation. We also test

a related prediction. If intrinsic postzygotic isolation facilitates

stable co-occurrence (for instance, by driving reinforcement), we

expect range overlap to be more common between species pairs

showing greater intrinsic postzygotic isolation.

To examine the role of extrinsic postzygotic isolation (i.e.,

hybrids that are ecologically or behaviorally less fit than their

parents), we contrast pairs that do or do not exhibit host-plant dif-

ferences, as in Funk et al. (2006). As noted by W. J. Etges (pers.

comm.) who collected these data and generously shared them,

the observed differences in host plants have rarely been directly

associated with reduced hybrid fitness (see Soto et al. 2007 and

Bono and Markow 2009 for tests). There have been no attempts to

assess hybrid performance in nature, where oviposition behavior

may be critical to selection against hybrids (e.g., McBride and

Singer 2010). Despite the lack of Drosophila evidence, we con-

jecture that host-plant differences may often be associated with

extrinsic postzygotic isolation in nature (Schluter 2001).

X CHROMOSOME SIZE AND REINFORCEMENT

Generally, Drosophila have five chromosome arms, each contain-

ing roughly 20% of the nuclear genome (Ashburner et al. 2005, ch.

4). In many species, such as D. melanogaster, the X chromosome

consists of one of these arms; in other species, such as Drosophila

pseudoobscura, the X includes two arms, so that roughly 40% of

the genome is X-linked. We ask whether X chromosome size af-

fects the level of prezygotic isolation (and presumably the extent

of reinforcement) between sympatric pairs or the likelihood of

range overlap.

Why might X size matter? We know that X-linked DMIs are

central to both the occurrence and timing of Haldane’s rule (Orr

1993; Turelli and Orr 1995, 2000; Turelli and Begun 1997). In par-

ticular, large-X pairs show Haldane’s rule at significantly lower

levels of genetic divergence (Turelli and Begun 1997); this can re-

flect either preferential accumulation or preferential expression of

X-linked DMIs. Preferential accumulation of X-linked DMIs can

occur either because X linkage accelerates molecular evolution

(the “faster X” hypothesis of Charlesworth et al. 1987) or because

factors such as intragenomic conflict over sex ratios preferentially

drive the accumulation of X-linked DMIs (Frank 1991; Hurst and

Pomiankowski 1991; Meiklejohn and Tao 2010). In Drosophila,

comparative genomic data provide only weak support for “faster

X” (Vicoso et al. 2008; cf. Mank et al. 2010 for mammals and

faster-Z in birds); but there is strong support for differential ac-

cumulation of X-linked DMIs (Presgraves 2008; Meiklejohn and
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Tao 2010). Even without preferential X linkage of DMIs, X-linked

DMIs are expected to contribute disproportionately to F1 male

hybrid inviability and sterility because of hemizygous expression

of recessive X-linked hybrid defects (Muller’s 1940 “dominance

theory”; Orr 1993; Turelli and Orr 1995, 2000; Presgraves 2002).

Mathematical theories of reinforcement provide less clear-

cut predictions. As shown by Hall and Kirkpatrick (2006) and

Lemmon and Kirkpatrick (2006), sex linkage can affect rein-

forcement via sex-linked loci contributing to hybrid dysfunction,

to male traits, and/or to female preferences—independent of the

intensity of postzygotic isolation. Their mathematical analyses

produce complex predictions concerning X linkage; but under

many circumstances, X linkage has relatively small effects. One

exception is that X-linked (or Z-linked) female preferences for

autosomal traits (as documented in Drosophila; Bailey et al.

2011, and flycatchers; Saether et al. 2007) tend to accentuate

reinforcement.

To assess the effects of X linkage, we compare levels of

prezygotic isolation and the frequency of range overlap for large-

X versus small-X species pairs.

GEOGRAPHY OF SPECIATION

Conventional wisdom among naturalists at the beginning of the

20th century was that allopatric speciation was nearly universal

(Jordan 1905; Kellogg 1907, ch. 9). This consensus was sum-

marized by Mayr (1942, ch. 7) and emphasized in Mayr (1963,

ch. 16). Late in the 20th century, Schliewen et al. (1994) pre-

sented convincing evidence for sympatric speciation by some

African crater lake cichlids. Additional examples established the

reality of speciation without geographic isolation (e.g., Sorenson

et al. 2003; Bolnick and Fitzpatrick 2007; Papadopulos et al.

2011). The initial examples inspired models suggesting that sym-

patric speciation may be common (Dieckmann and Doebeli 1999;

Kondrashov and Kondrashov 1999). However, subsequent the-

oretical analyses cast doubt on this conclusion (Bolnick 2004;

Gavrilets 2005; Polechova and Barton 2005). More importantly,

examination of endemism for mobile organisms on small islands,

which seemed likely to satisfy the conditions proposed as suffi-

cient for sympatric speciation, suggested that sympatric speciation

is rare (Coyne and Price 2000; Losos and Schluter 2000; Kisel and

Barraclough 2010). Indeed, for most taxa, at least partial geo-

graphic isolation seems necessary for speciation (Kisel and Bar-

raclough 2010). These analyses complement data indicating that

purely sympatric speciation requires special conditions only oc-

casionally met (Bolnick 2011; Wagner et al. 2012; Martin and

Wainwright 2013). For instance, most lake cichlids do not produce

endemic radiations (Seehausen 2006); and even monophagous,

host-shifting insects, proposed as prime candidates for sympatric

speciation by Mayr (1942, 1963), do not provide ready examples

(Feder et al. 2003; Linnen and Farrell 2010).

Although purely allopatric speciation is common and eas-

ily documented (e.g., Knowlton et al. 1993; Near and Benard

2004; reviewed by Coyne and Orr 2004, ch. 3), the biogeographic

evidence claimed by Jordan and his peers (Jordan 1905) for per-

vasive allopatric speciation is far from persuasive (Fitzpatrick and

Turelli 2006), even for fishes Jordan studied (Tavera et al. 2012).

Part of the problem is that the time scale of climate-induced range

changes is typically thousands or tens of thousands of years,

whereas speciation is typically slower (Chesser and Zink 1994;

Losos and Glor 2003). As emphasized by Barton and Hewitt

(1995) and Gavrilets (2003), between the extremes of purely al-

lopatric and purely sympatric speciation lies a continuum of spe-

ciation processes with gene flow. We argue that some of the most

convincing evidence for nonallopatric speciation is the common

reinforcement pattern documented by C&O.

We find no significant effects associated with differences in

intrinsic postzygotic isolation, host-plant divergence or X chro-

mosome size, so our Discussion addresses the quality of the data

and questions the logic of our analyses.

Materials and Methods
DATA

We primarily used the augmented C&O data compiled by

Yukilevich (2012). Yukilevich’s website (http:/www.drosophila-

speciation-patterns.com/) provides data on 580 pairs of

Drosophila species. For each pair, he gives Nei’s D (DNei; Nei

1972) a protein-based estimate of genetic divergence (and sur-

rogate for divergence time—used because multilocus DNA data

are not available for many of these species), laboratory estimates

of prezygotic and (intrinsic) postzygotic isolation (denoted Ipre

and Ipost, with 0 ≤ I ≤ 1), one or more sources for phyloge-

netic hypotheses for each clade, and a quantitative estimate of

range overlap. Although most of Yukilevich’s postzygotic isola-

tion data are quantized following C&O (add one fourth for each

completely inviable or completely sterile sex from the reciprocal

crosses), some of Yukilevich’s data did not follow this scoring

system. To ensure consistency of all postzygotic isolation mea-

sures, we rescored all postzygotic data according to C&O’s quan-

tization criteria. W. J. Etges generously provided the Drosophila

data used by Funk et al. (2006), including plant hosts (which we

use as crude surrogates for ecological differentiation). Despite

their limitations and lack of experimental evidence demonstrat-

ing extrinsic postzygotic isolation, these qualitative data provide

the best available information on ecological divergence for most

Drosophila clades. Some discrepancies were found between the

data compiled by Yukilevich (2012) and Funk et al. (2006). When

these values differ, we analyze the updated data from Yukile-

vich (2012); however, results are qualitatively equivalent when
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Figure 1. Patterns of prezygotic isolation as functions of genetic divergence (time) for pairs of Drosophila species with DNei ≤ 0.5. These

phylogenetically corrected data are summarized and analyzed in Table 1. Black circles represent sympatric species pairs, gray squares

represent allopatric pairs. (A) Open and filled symbols represent species contrasts with Ipost = 0 and Ipost > 0, respectively, where Ipost

denotes the Coyne and Orr (1989a) index of intrinsic postzygotic isolation. (B) Open and filled symbols represent species contrasts with

Iext = 0 and Iext > 0, respectively, where Iext denotes whether the pairs show ecological divergence according to Funk et al. (2006). (C)

Open and filled symbols represent species contrasts with “small” and “large” X chromosomes, respectively.

using Funk et al. (2006) values (Supporting Information). Infor-

mation on X chromosome size was taken from sources cited in

Turelli and Begun (1997), supplemented with newer references

where needed. We provide all of the data analyzed in Supporting

Information.

Miller et al. (2010) found that the maternally inherited bac-

teria Wolbachia (Werren 1997) contribute to both prezygotic and

intrinsic postzygotic isolation of Drosophila paulistorum “semi-

species” (Ehrman 1965; Spassky et al. 1971). Their data indicate

that five of these six taxa inherited their Wolbachia from the com-

mon ancestor of this young clade. Hybrid inviability and sterility

between these taxa may, therefore, result from incompatibilities

between coevolving Wolbachia and host genomes. These incom-

patibilities are precisely analogous to DMIs between mtDNA and

nuclear genomes (cf., Turelli and Moyle 2007; Bolnick et al.

2008). This is the only Drosophila clade in which Wolbachia are

known to contribute to intrinsic postzygotic isolation between

species. We present our analyses of intrinsic postzygotic isolation

with the paulistorum clade, removing it had no qualitative influ-

ence on our results (not shown). From published surveys (Mateos

et al. 2006; Bennett et al. 2012), only about 11% (36/319) of sam-

pled Drosophila species harbor Wolbachia. Given this relatively

low frequency and the fact that Wolbachia do not contribute to

intrinsic postzygotic isolation in most well-studied Drosophila

hybridizations, we expect that Wolbachia do not contribute sig-

nificantly to the patterns observed.

PHYLOGENIES, PHYLOGENETIC CORRECTIONS,

AND STATISTICAL TESTS

We used specific phylogenetic hypotheses, without attempting

to incorporate uncertainty. Incorrect phylogenetic hypotheses are

more likely to introduce noise than signal to our comparisons that

focus on geography and prezygotic isolation. Following C&O,

we “correct” for phylogenetic dependence in patterns of repro-

ductive isolation. Suppose we have several pairwise comparisons

of the form Ai versus Bj, where Ai and Bj are species in sis-

ter clades A and B. When comparing allopatric and sympatric

pairs, C&O took an unweighted average of all of such compar-

isons to associate a single observation with the node separating A

and B. (This involves using separate phylogenies for the species

involved in allopatric versus sympatric comparisons.) This pro-

cedure is conservative because it effectively assumes that the

reproductive isolation between all (Ai, Bj) pairs evolved between

the stem lineages of the sister clades. At the opposite extreme,

reproductive isolation between all (Ai, Bj) pairs may evolve only

along the terminal branches; so that reproductive isolation be-

tween all Ai and Bj represent independent evolutionary events.

Following C&O, we collapse all observations across each node

to one comparison; but instead of using C&O’s unweighted av-

erage, we use the Fitzpatrick (2002) weighting. Because we are

unaware of a freely available, user-friendly implementation of

this algorithm, we present our R script as Supporting Information.

Figure 1 and Tables 1 and 2 present our data after this phylogenetic
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Table 1. Levels of prezygotic isolation compared across three dichotomies (intrinsic postzygotic isolation, host plant divergence, and

“small” vs. “large” X chromosome size). Our comparisons are for “young” (DNei ≤ 0.5) species contrasts after phylogenetic correction. The

entries are mean values of the Coyne and Orr (1989a) index Ipre of prezygotic isolation, the number of comparisons (N), and the average

values of DNei. Statistical significance is assessed with Wilcoxon tests. P values in parentheses are for DNei. Following C&O, the criterion

for “sympatry” is any range overlap. The data analyzed are from Yukilevich’s website.

Dichotomies Less (N; DNei) More (N; DNei) P across dichotomy (for DNei)

Intrinsic postzygotic isolation Ipost = 0 Ipost > 0
Sympatric 0.77 (13; 0.21) 0.81 (20; 0.27) 0.80 (0.34)
Allopatric 0.42 (17; 0.23) 0.43 (18; 0.23) 0.88 (0.89)
P for sympatric vs. allopatric 0.005 (0.529) <0.001 (0.43)

Host plant differences Ihost = 0 Ihost > 0
Sympatric 0.79 (11; 0.18) 0.76 (12; 0.27) 0.88 (0.12)
Allopatric 0.4 (9; 0.18) 0.6 (6; 0.25) 0.14 (0.14)

X-linked loci Small X Large X
Sympatric 0.73 (18; 0.25) 0.84 (7; 0.17) 0.98 (0.14)
Allopatric 0.53 (15; 0.29) 0.23 (8; 0.12) <0.001 (0.01)

Table 2. Frequency of range overlap compared across the three

dichotomies from Table 1. Our comparisons are for “young” (DNei

≤ 0.5) species contrasts after phylogenetic correction. The entries

are fraction of contrasts with overlapping ranges and the number

of comparisons (N). Statistical significance is assessed with a Fisher

exact test comparing 2 × 2 tables with the dichotomy on one axis

and sympatry versus allopatry on the other. Following C&O, the

criterion for “sympatry” is any range overlap. The data analyzed

are from Yukilevich’s website.

P across
Dichotomies Less (N) More (N) dichotomy

Intrinsic postzygotic isolation
DNei ≤ 0.25 0.47 (15) 0.47 (19) 1
0.25 ≤ DNei ≤ 0.5 0.5 (12) 0.6 (20) 0.85

Host plant differences
DNei ≤ 0.25 0.54 (13) 0.67 (6) 0.98
0.25 ≤ DNei ≤ 0.5 0.5 (8) 0.67 (12) 0.78

X-linked loci
DNei ≤ 0.25 0.58 (12) 0.5 (12) 1
0.25 ≤ DNei ≤ 0.5 0.65 (17) 1 (1) 1

correction, Tables S1A–L present the same comparisons using dif-

ferent cutoffs for range overlap and with and without phylogenetic

corrections. Overall, our qualitative results are unaffected by phy-

logenetic control or sympatry cutoffs. Our statistical analyses and

graphics were done with R (R Development Core Team 2008).

INTRINSIC AND EXTRINSIC POSTZYGOTIC

ISOLATION, X CHROMOSOME SIZE,

AND REINFORCEMENT

To examine whether intrinsic postzygotic isolation influences re-

inforcement, we analyzed “young” (DNei ≤ 0.5) species pairs. We

compared estimated levels of premating isolation between pairs

that show qualitatively different levels of intrinsic postzygotic iso-

lation, namely those that produce at least some fertile males and

females from both reciprocal crosses (Ipost = 0) versus those that

show complete hybrid inviability or sterility for at least one sex

in one of the two reciprocal crosses (Ipost > 0). As a control, we

performed this comparison separately for sympatric and allopatric

pairs. As a further control, we tested whether pairs with Ipost = 0

versus Ipost > 0 showed different levels of genetic differentiation

as estimated by DNei. Finally, within each class of Ipost values,

we compared premating isolation for sympatric versus allopatric

contrasts. As a further test of the role of intrinsic postzygotic iso-

lation in speciation, we compared the frequency of range overlap

between pairs of species that do or do not show Ipost > 0. We

did this test separately for DNei ≤ 0.25 and 0.25 < DNei ≤ 0.5

to ensure that our analyses are not confounded by the time until

sympatry.

Our analysis of extrinsic postzygotic isolation also focused

on “young” (DNei ≤ 0.5) species pairs. Using host-plant data

compiled by Bill Etges and analyzed by Funk et al. (2006), we

assigned pairs to “no host difference” (Ihost = 0) if no differences

were known; whereas those with any differences were classified

as Ihost > 0. We compared the estimates of premating isolation

between these groups, as with intrinsic postzygotic isolation. To

examine the effect of X chromosome size on reinforcement, we

also compared levels of premating isolation for sympatric species

pairs with “large” versus “small” X chromosomes. For both host-

use and X-size dichotomies, we also asked whether the frequency

of range overlap varied with the categorical differences.

GEOGRAPHY

We calculated the frequency of range overlap between pairs of

closely related species in two ways: the fraction of pairs with DNei

1 1 8 0 EVOLUTION APRIL 2014
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≤ 0.5 whose ranges overlap, and the fraction of sister species

of any age whose ranges overlap. To account for the fact that

reinforcement may require a nontrivial level of range overlap

(Sanderson 1989; Noor 1999; Nosil 2013), we used three criteria

for “sympatric” species, requiring range overlap >0%, >5%, or

>10%, where range overlap is quantified by area of range overlap

divided by the area of the smaller range.

Results
INTRINSIC POSTZYGOTIC ISOLATION

AND REINFORCEMENT

As shown in Table 1, for sympatric taxa with DNei ≤ 0.5, we

find no statistically significant difference in the level of prezy-

gotic isolation between phylogenetically corrected contrasts with

Ipost = 0 versus contrasts with Ipost > 0 (Wilcoxon rank sum,

P = 0.80; Table 1). This result holds with or without a phyloge-

netic correction and with alternative sympatry thresholds (> 0%,

>5%, or >10% range overlap; Tables S1A–L). For contrasts with

Ipost = 0, mean Ipre = 0.77 (N = 13); whereas with Ipost > 0, mean

Ipre = 0.81 (N = 20). As indicated by Figure 1A, these groups are

not significantly different because many contrasts with Ipost = 0

(open circles) show extremely high levels of prezygotic isolation,

as originally noted by Coyne and Orr (1989a).

The allopatric contrasts also show no statistically significant

difference for either Ipre or DNei when comparing Ipost > 0 versus

Ipost = 0 (Tables 1, S1A–L). Although the relationship between

DNei and Ipre in allopatry is striking (ρ = 0.62, P = 4 × 10−4,

N = 38), reinforcement largely flattens the relationship between

genetic divergence and prezygotic isolation in sympatry (ρ= 0.32,

P = 0.044, N = 40). In light of our negative results relating Ipost

to Ipre in sympatry, it is notable that within both the Ipost > 0 and

Ipost = 0 groups, we still see C&O’s strong signal of reinforce-

ment (or parapatric speciation; see Discussion and Table 1) when

comparing Ipre between sympatric versus allopatric contrasts.

Comparing the frequency of sympatry for the Ipost > 0 versus

Ipost = 0, groups also shows no significant effects for either DNei ≤
0.25 or 0.25 < DNei ≤ 0.5 (Table 2). Again, this result is robust to:

(1) including or excluding paulistorum; (2) using different cutoffs

for range overlap; and (3) excluding phylogenetic corrections

(Table S2A–L).

EXTRINSIC POSTZYGOTIC ISOLATION

Sympatric pairs that have diverged ecologically (Ihost > 0) ac-

cording to the Funk et al. (2006) criteria are no older on average

that those with Ihost = 0 (DNei = 0.27 vs. 0.18; P = 0.12), and

show no more prezygotic isolation (0.76, N = 12 vs. 0.79, N =
11; P = 0.88; Table 1 and Fig. 1B). Pooling the Ihost = 0 and

Ihost > 0 contrasts, we nevertheless find significantly less premat-

ing isolation in allopatry than seen in sympatry (Ipre = 0.49 for

all allopatric pairs, N = 42, vs. Ipre = 0.84 for all sympatric pairs,

N = 38; P = 10−5). This reinforcement pattern holds for both

Ihost > 0 and Ihost = 0. As in sympatric comparisons, for allopatric

there is no difference between mean values of Ipre obtained when

Ihost > 0 versus Ihost = 0 (Table 1). We also find no significant

differences in the frequency of sympatry for the Ihost > 0 versus

Ihost = 0 groups (Table 2).

As a final attempt to extract a signal associated with increased

postzygotic isolation, we considered in our Supporting Tables two

additional categories that combined intrinsic postzygotic isolation

and host-plant divergence. We asked whether either prezygotic

isolation in sympatry or frequency of range overlap was signifi-

cantly greater when: (1) either Ipost > 0 or Ihost > 0 or (2) both

Ipost > 0 and Ihost > 0. Like our separate analyses of intrinsic and

extrinsic postzygotic analyses, neither of these additional com-

parisons produced a statistically significant result, irrespective of

phylogenetic correction, etc. (see Tables S1A–L, S2A–L).

EFFECT OF X-CHROMOSOME SIZE

We found no statistically significant effect of X chromosome size

on the level premating isolation in sympatry (P = 0.98; Table 1

and Fig. 1C). In contrast, in allopatry we find a significantly

lower mean Ipre for large-X contrasts; but this simply reflects the

fact that these contrasts also have significantly smaller DNei (0.29

for small X vs. 0.12 for large X; P = 0.01). As noted above,

in allopatry Ipre increases significantly with DNei. As with our

previous comparisons, the size of the X does not significantly

alter the likelihood that closely related species have overlapping

ranges (Table 2).

GEOGRAPHY OF SPECIATION

Range overlap is pervasive for closely related Drosophila. Among

the 580 species pairs in Yukilevich’s (2012) data, 89 satisfy DNei

≤ 0.5 and have data for percent range overlap; of these, 43, 38, and

36 have greater than 0%, 5%, or 10% range overlap, respectively.

Randomly resolving polytomies, we have on average 19.85 sisters

pairs with range data, of which 8.3, 7, and 7 have greater than

0%, 5%, or 10% range overlap, respectively. Hence, from both

perspectives, range overlap occurs in about a half of closely related

Drosophila species.

Discussion
Using updated data of the type originally mined by Coyne and

Orr (1989a, 1997), we find no indication that differences in:

(1) intrinsic postzygotic isolation; (2) ecological divergence, as

indicated by differences in host plants; or (3) X chromosome

size are associated with increased prezygotic isolation between

sympatric Drosophila species or increased likelihood of range

overlap between closely related species. In contrast, we find that
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(4) nonallopatric speciation is common. We discuss each result in

turn.

INTRINSIC (VS. EXTRINSIC) POSTZYGOTIC

ISOLATION AND SPECIATION

Coyne and Orr (1989a, 1997; C&O) showed that reinforcement

seems common in Drosophila. They also showed that Haldane’s

rule, a specific pattern of intrinsic postzygotic isolation, is a ubiq-

uitous stage of Drosophila divergence. These two results suggest

an opportunity for intrinsic postzygotic isolation to drive rein-

forcement in Drosophila and perhaps other taxa, such as Lepi-

doptera, in which intrinsic postzygotic isolation, range overlap,

and speciation occur on commensurate time scales (Presgraves

2002). If intrinsic postzygotic isolation is important to reinforce-

ment, one might expect sympatric species pairs with greater in-

trinsic postzygotic isolation to show greater evidence of reinforce-

ment, that is, higher levels of prezygotic isolation. Our analysis

does not support this prediction—or the analogous predictions

about ecological divergence or X chromosome size (Table 1).

Why not?

Poor data or bad predictions?
Our analyses of premating isolation may have produced no statis-

tically significant effects because the data are too crude or because

our predictions do not follow from the hypotheses discussed. Our

analyses associate three variables, intrinsic postzygotic isolation,

ecological divergence, and premating isolation, all of which are

poorly estimated—and probably systematically underestimated.

Development under optimal laboratory conditions may mask sig-

nificant viability or fecundity defects expressed under more stress-

ful natural conditions. For instance, laboratory assays of fecundity

omit host-seeking and oviposition behaviors that are likely to be

critical in nature (McBride and Singer 2010). To date, there are

no attempts to assess the ecological or behavioral dysfunction

of Drosophila hybrids in nature as done, for example, by Hat-

field and Schluter (1999) with benthic and limnetic sticklebacks,

by Schemske and Bradshaw (1999) with sister species of mon-

keyflowers, and by McBride and Singer (2010) with conspecific

ecomorphs of butterflies. Moreover, standard laboratory measures

of hybrid viability and fecundity can miss significant selection

against hybrid genotypes, as revealed by more-discriminating fit-

ness assessments in population cages (Fang et al. 2012). Similarly,

laboratory assays of mating assortment ignore premating isolation

associated with differentiation of mating times or microhabitats.

Despite these weaknesses, C&O found a clear signal consistent

with reinforcement by comparing sympatric and allopatric species

pairs; and they documented the steady accumulation of intrinsic

postzygotic isolation.

In the C&O data, range overlap leads to accelerated premat-

ing isolation that is evident from laboratory tests. This presumably

reflects selection to avoid producing unfit hybrids. Consistent with

this, increased premating isolation has also been observed across

sympatric versus allopatric populations within species pairs (e.g.,

Ehrman 1965; Noor 1995). In contrast, by considering only sym-

patric pairs, we sought a more subtle response. Unlike allopatry

versus sympatry, our dichotomies for Ipost, Ihost, or X size map

less clearly onto more versus less historical selection to avoid

maladaptive hybridization. Indeed, for all sympatric species, we

expect near-complete premating isolation in nature. Contempo-

rary differences in coarse estimates of intrinsic or extrinsic postzy-

gotic isolation need not reflect differences in the intensity of past

selection for assortative mating. Specifically, co-occurring species

that now show little intrinsic postzygotic isolation surely experi-

enced other forms of isolation that led to their ability to coexist as

distinct taxa. With dubious approximations of historical selection,

the shortcomings of lab mating tests may become more impor-

tant; for instance, laboratory mating assays impose temporal and

spatial overlap on species pairs that may not mate at the same

times or in the same microhabitats in nature (see Yost and Kay

2009). Thus, the disconnect we find between contemporary in-

dices of intrinsic or extrinsic postzygotic isolation and laboratory

mating performance may say little about the forces that drove the

pervasive reinforcement pattern identified by C&O.

Our analysis of the frequency of range overlap as a function

of each dichotomy was an attempt to circumvent the lack of

variation in premating isolation among sympatric pairs expected

to rarely hybridize. There may be more discriminatory power

in comparing the properties of species whose ranges do or do

not overlap (e.g., Davies et al. 2007; Grossenbacher and Whittall

2011). Our negative findings from range-overlap tests may simply

reflect the crudeness of our measures of intrinsic and extrinsic

postzygotic isolation.

It should also be noted that even the range overlap data may be

suspect. For instance, the island endemics Drosophila sechellia

and Drosophila mauritiana are tallied as allopatric from their

close relative D. simulans, yet D. simulans can now be captured

in the Seychelles and on Mauritius (W. J. O. Ballard, pers. comm.)

and a recent analysis suggests a long history of range overlap for

this pair (Brand et al. 2013). (Counting sechellia and mauritiana

as sympatric does not alter any of our conclusions, results not

shown.) Many Drosophila, especially from Southeast Asia, have

rarely been collected; hence ranges and even species identity may

be revised (A. Kopp, pers. comm.).

Measures of intrinsic postzygotic isolation are too
coarse?
To obtain reasonable sample sizes, C&O used the most widely

available data to measure intrinsic postzygotic isolation. A

hybridization that produced many fertile females but only one
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fertile male was classified as Ipost = 0, even though there is sig-

nificant intrinsic postzygotic isolation that Haldane (1922) would

have counted as an example of Haldane’s rule. A better measure of

intrinsic postzygotic isolation might average four values describ-

ing the relative fertility/viability of the two sexes obtained from

reciprocal crosses, with each value normalized by intraspecific

controls. These more quantitative data are generally not avail-

able. As a preliminary test, we used the more refined quantitative

data on intrinsic postzygotic isolation provided by Yukilevich

(2012). These data did not alter our qualitative results; however,

he included quantitative data for only a handful of species, and

tests with this heterogeneous mix of qualitative and quantitative

data are not ideal.

Our measure of ecological differences is far too crude
In their meta-analyses, Funk et al. (2006) found that ecological

divergence is associated with greater premating and postzygotic

isolation across a wide range of taxa. Combining allopatric and

sympatric Drosophila, they found that host-plant differences are

associated with greater premating isolation than expected from

genetic divergence alone, but the difference was not statistically

significant. Our reanalysis of their data also produces no sig-

nificant effect of host-plant divergence on premating isolation

for sympatric pairs. Indeed, at least for sympatric Drosophila,

the development of significant intrinsic postzygotic isolation, as

indicated by Haldane’s rule, may often follow the evolution of rel-

atively complete reproductive isolation (Mallet 2006). Schemske

(2010) summarizes data suggesting that for many taxa, intrinsic

postzygotic isolation lags behind premating and extrinsic postzy-

gotic isolation. We obviously need more systematic assays of eco-

logical differences between Drosophila species and their effects

on hybrids—in nature. Encouragingly, novel ecological differ-

ences may now be easier to describe using metagenomic analyses

of gut contents (e.g., Chandler et al. 2011).

What about Yukilevich’s (2012) more subtle
“concordant asymmetries” reinforcement prediction?
Yukilevich (2012) used a subset of the data we analyzed on in-

trinsic postzygotic isolation versus premating isolation for sym-

patric species to test a more subtle reinforcement prediction. He

found that asymmetries in prezygotic isolation between pairs of

sympatric taxa generally agree in direction with reciprocal-cross

differences in intrinsic postzygotic isolation. So, for instance, if

a cross between taxon A females and taxon B males produces

sterile F1 males, whereas the reciprocal cross produces fertile

males, fewer matings are typically observed between A females

and B males than between B females and A males. This sug-

gests that intrinsic postzygotic isolation is central to driving the

C&O reinforcement pattern. However, an alternative explanation

is that slight asymmetries in gene flow (as indicated by premating

isolation in the laboratory) produce asymmetrical accumulation

of intrinsic postzygotic isolation. For instance, allopatric popu-

lations of the sympatric sister species Drosophila parisiena and

Drosophila straubae show asymmetrical Haldane’s rule for steril-

ity, whereas sympatric populations produce fertile males from

both reciprocal crosses (Wasserman 1992). Yet, these species,

which have diverged in host-plant use, show increased prezygotic

isolation in sympatry (Wasserman 1992), as expected under rein-

forcement driven by extrinsic postzygotic isolation.

A more definitive test of Yukilevich’s (2012) hypothesis that

“concordant asymmetries” are produced by asymmetric reinforce-

ment would be to contrast levels of premating asymmetry and in-

trinsic postzygotic isolation between allopatric versus sympatric

populations of sympatric species pairs that show asymmetric in-

trinsic postzygotic isolation in sympatry (cf. Ehrman 1965; Noor

1995). Reinforcement predicts greater premating isolation asym-

metry between sympatric populations, whereas a suppression of

DMI accumulation by gene flow would produce less intrinsic

postzygotic isolation between sympatric than allopatric popula-

tions. Such tests would also help disentangle the contribution of

asymmetry in range overlap and asymmetry in offspring viabil-

ity to observed variation in premating isolation, which were not

distinguishable in Yukilevich’s (2012) analysis.

X-CHROMOSOME SIZE AND REINFORCEMENT

We find no evidence that the size of the X chromosome influ-

ences the level of premating isolation observed between sympatric

species pairs—or the frequency of range overlap. This is consis-

tent with the hypothesis that X-linked DMIs, which play a key

role in intrinsic postzygotic isolation, and especially Haldane’s

rule, for Drosophila (Muller 1940; Orr 1993; Turelli and Begun

1997; Presgraves 2008; Meiklejohn and Tao 2010), are not central

to driving C&O’s reinforcement pattern.

GEOGRAPHY OF SPECIATION

Range overlap is pervasive among closely related Drosophila

species, with about half of sister species sympatric. In clades of

three species, even if the sisters do not overlap, one of them is often

sympatric with the third species. As first documented by C&O and

elaborated by Yukilevich (2012), this extensive range overlap is

associated with increased premating isolation. This may result

from either reinforcement after secondary contact (which Coyne

and Orr 2004 dubbed “allo-parapatric” speciation) or parapatric

speciation. As argued by Fitzpatrick et al. (2009), the biology is

more important than the terminology—some geographic isolation

is surely involved and so is the evolution of reproductive isolation

in the face of gene flow, assuming that reproductive isolation is not

complete when secondary contact occurs. Thus, purely allopatric

speciation, envisioned to be nearly universal by Wagner (1873),
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Jordan (1905), and Mayr (1963), is surely less common than they

supposed.

In the Drosophila paulistorum clade of “semispecies,”

Ehrman (1965) documented that apparent reinforcement is perva-

sive. Comparing levels of assortative mating between sympatric

versus allopatric population pairs, she found greater premating

isolation between sympatric populations in seven of eight tests.

Noor (1995) found a similar pattern with D. pseudoobscura and

Drosophila persimilis. Reinforcement can influence premating

isolation even for allopatric species. As illustrated by Hoskin et al.

(2005), if two non-sister groups diverge in response to reinforce-

ment, that divergence can produce premating isolation between

the sisters as a byproduct. (We looked for but found no evidence of

this effect in our data, analysis not shown.) The potential rapidity

of reinforcement is amply documented by laboratory experiments

(Rice and Hostert 1993; Etges 1998); and Matute (2010a,b) has

demonstrated that reinforcement can occur in the face of gene

flow and can affect postmating, prezygotic isolation as well as

premating isolation. In light of such evidence, we believe that re-

inforcement frequently contributes to the evolution of reproduc-

tive isolation, and hence speciation in Drosophila (cf. Yukilevich

2012; Nosil 2013).

The papers of Coyne and Orr (1989a, 1997) are landmarks ad-

vancing our understanding of speciation through meta-analyses.

Our analyses suggest that their data and methods can still provide

new insights, but additional progress is likely to require new data

from the field.
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